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Duke University Press, United States, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. How do race and nature work as terrains of power? From eighteenth-century
claims that climate determined character to twentieth-century medical debates about the racial
dimensions of genetic disease, concepts of race and nature are integrally connected, woven into
notions of body, landscape, and nation. Yet rarely are these complex entanglements explored in
relation to the contemporary cultural politics of difference. This volume takes up that challenge.
Distinguished contributors chart the traffic between race and nature across sites including
rainforests, colonies, and courtrooms.Synthesizing a number of fields-anthropology, cultural
studies, and critical race, feminist, and postcolonial theory-this collection analyzes diverse
historical, cultural, and spatial locations. Contributors draw on thinkers such as Fanon, Foucault,
and Gramsci to investigate themes ranging from exclusionary notions of whiteness and wilderness
in North America to linguistic purity in Germany. Some essayists focus on the racialized violence of
imperial rule and evolutionary science and the biopolitics of race and class in the Guatemalan civil
war. Others examine how race and nature are fused in biogenetic discourse-in the emergence of
racial diseases such as sickle cell anemia, in a case of mistaken in...
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Definitely among the finest publication I have got possibly read. It is really simplified but shocks from the 50 % of your pdf. Your life span will be convert as
soon as you total looking over this book.
-- K a telin B lick V-- K a telin B lick V

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It is really simplified but excitement in the fi y percent in the publication. Your daily life period is going to be
change as soon as you full looking at this book.
-- K a yley Lind-- K a yley Lind
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